BASIC 2018 Perception
BASIC Academic Gains for Two Programs of 55 Students :
South: six months in reading; five months in math
East: four months in reading; two months in math

Parents’ Perspective
“Thank you to the BASIC program for providing help to our children,
principally thank you to David Osinski and his wife, Nancy, and to the
entire staff for their collaboration in this activity, thank you for the
patience with our mischievous children. It was an honor to have my
children participate with you in this first year, as they have been very
happy. We hope to continue next year. Thank you and may God bless
you.”
“This is the first time that my son has participated, and he has liked it a
lot, as he prepares early to arrive on time. It has helped him to relate to
other children, and to follow the rules. At last he is practicing sports.
Thank you.”

Reading
80% of all students began program below respective grade level in reading
77% of students who were below grade level improved
34% of all students reached respective grade level
Math
61% of all students began program below respective grade level
86% of students who were below grade level improved
56% overall reached their grade level

First Year BASIC Student Perspective
“I like being here because I get to learn new stuff in reading and math and soccer. I used to not like soccer and
baseball but until I played soccer and baseball I liked it a lot. I like soccer a lot. It’s very easy making friends here. I
made 3 friends. The teachers here are very nice, they teach me new
things that I didn’t know like the Chinse Method. I never new that. “

Teacher Perspective
“As in previous years, I believe the program’s objective of providing a
well-balanced program of academic and athletic activities were met.
It was different this year because there were two camps provided.
As a result, friends were split between the two camps, which I found
interesting. Although friends attended different camps, the students
adapted well and were able to meet new friends and expand their
social circle. It was great seeing the friendships develop and how the
students bonded. The uniqueness of teaching and practicing life
values such as confidence and teamwork, enhances this program
even more.”

